New Additions to The
Retrofit Product Family

Halco Lighting is proud to introduce three new innovative products which will complete our already successful HID
Retrofit Line.
The ProLED Area Light Retrofit Series lamp is available in 80 Watt and 110 Watt. At greater
than 130 lumens per watt, it is an ideal replacement for a 250 Watt to 400 Watt MH or HPS in
any exterior parking lot shoe box style luminaire. This lamp utilizes a rotating base to facilitate
ease of installation and positioning. Once lamp sides are extended, this lamp offers a 160°
beam angle which drastically increases the effective lighting area. This product is enclosed
fixture rated, IP64 and is backed with a 5 Year Warranty. They are available in 4000K and
5000K color temperatures.

The ProLED High Lumen HID Retrofit Series lamps are available in 80 Watt, 100 Watt and
120 Watt. They are an easy to install LED solution for post top and high/low bay fixtures.
At greater than 135 lumens per watt, these ballast bypass lamps offer an energy-efficient
replacement for 320 Watt to 600 Watt traditional luminaires. This lamp is enclosed fixture
rated, IP64 and backed with a Halco 5 year warranty. They are available in 4000K and 5000K
color temperatures.

The ProLED Wallpack HID Retrofit Series lamps are available in 20 Watt, 40 Watt and 60 Watt.
They are an easy to install LED solution for Wall Pack and Flood Light fixtures. At greater than
140 lumens per watt they are an energy-efficient replacement for 70 Watt to 250 Watt traditional
luminaires. This lamp features a 180° beam angle with a rotatable base for ease of installation.
The ProLED Wallpack HID Retrofit lamp is enclosed fixture rated, IP64 and backed with a Halco
5 year warranty. They are available in 4000K and 5000K color temperatures.

Other Available HID Retrofit Products
The ProLED® HID High Bay Retrofit Series lamps are available in 115 Watts which makes them
an easy to install LED replacement for 400W Metal Halide lamps. Designed specifically for high
bay luminaires, and offering up to 130 LPW efficacy, the directional design offers the most
effective way to deliver an equal amount of light to the work place when compared to
omnidirectional metal halide sources. The unique passive cooling design, louvered heat sink to
minimize dust intrusion, and 50,000 hour useful life, combined with the ability to eliminate the
ballast ensure that luminaire maintenance is a thing of the past.

The ProLED® HID Post Top Retrofit Series lamps are available in 15, 27,36,45 and 54 Watt. They
are an easy to install LED solution for post top and high bay fixtures and offer an energy-efficient
alternative to traditional High Pressure Sodium and Metal Halide lamps. The ProLED HID Retrofit
lamps can be used in enclosed luminaires. The series are available in 4000K and 5000K
color temperature.

*Please visit the Halco website or ask your Customer Service Specialist for pricing and ordering information.
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